
Ms. Ford....Class Newsletter....December 13th 

 

Math: We completed our final lessons of Unit 3. The children have learned several strategies and 

models to add and subtract multiple digit numbers. More importantly, they have been working on 

stopping to think about which strategy or model works best for a particular problem, which one 

is the most efficient choice. Also, once reaching an answer, students look at the “reasonableness” 

of their answer using rounding and estimation processes. Unit 4 will focus on measurement, 

especially the measurement of time and mass.  

 

The children can work up to page 65 in their Math Connections book.  

 

Social Studies: Fabulous Friday was, well, fabulous! The children made tule boats, played a 

stave game, and wrote a letter to “Coyote,” a character in a Native American myth. They had a 

chance to think about the resources available to the natives 300 years ago at our “Food 

Sampling” station. Many thanks goes out to our wonderful parent volunteers for helping us make 

learning more fun.  

 

We will be going to the Junior Center of Arts and Science this Thursday, December 15th, 

to learn more about the Ohlone. There are no changes to the schedule that day. We will be 

back in time for lunch. If your child uses a booster seat, please send them to school with 

one the day of our trip.  
 

Reading: This week our focus has been “synthesizing”. Readers have been using more than one 

resource to gather information. After combining information and facts we have been working on 

creating new ideas and meaning, in other words, synthesizing. This is definitely not a simple 

task, but is a valuable one since the goal is for our readers to not just be fact gatherers but to be 

critical readers.  

 

Writing: Our writers have been busily working on completing chapters for their information 

book. They are getting better and better at “punctuating with their paragraphs” and knowing 

when it is time to go to a new paragraph, keeping in mind that each paragraph requires a 

beginning, middle and end. There is a lot to consider and it is starting to become more automatic. 

This is really our third graders first attempt at essay writing! 

 

We are preparing a special surprise for you these days. Something you will hopefully be able to 

enjoy throughout the year! It will be coming home on the Thursday before the winter break. I can 

say no more. 

 

Very best, 

Alaleh Ford 

aford@piedmont.k12.ca.us 
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